Membership Code of Ethics

Pomsky Owners Association

As a Pomsky Owners Association member, I agree to:

Better the pomsky breed

- Promote ethical breeding, selling and ownership of pomskies to ensure the long term health and stability of the pomsky breed.
- Promote the health and long term wellbeing of the pomsky breed above all else.
- Work persistently to place each pomsky in a well prepared home with a capable and educated owner.

Act truthfully and practice ethical sales tactics

- Act truthfully and in good faith when speaking with a consumer.
- Refrain from unethical sales tactics and solicitation, including falsifying information and deceiving the consumer in anyway.
- Answer any and all questions of the consumer to the best of my ability.
- Provide photographs and videos of the pomsky litter, dam and sire upon the consumer’s request.
- Provide a vet reference to the consumer upon request.
- Provide proof of health screens of the dam, sire and pomsky upon request.

Educate

- Always act to educate the consumer and never promote sales over education of the breed.
- Explain the disadvantages as well as the advantages of owning a pomsky.
- Educate the pomsky consumer of any hereditary defects or possible health concerns. We know the pomsky is a new breed with no known defects, but I will work to educate the consumer of all possibilities.
- Educate the consumer in all aspects of caring and raising a pomsky.
- Continue to educate and answer any question of the buyer throughout the lifetime of the pomsky.